APA Format: Electronic References


**General Guidelines:**
- Electronic references have unique citation formats that may change over time. If you have a question about citations, consult your instructor.
- According to the *APA Publication Manual*, “include the same elements, in the same order, as you would for a reference to a fixed-media source, and add as much electronic retrieval information as needed for others to locate the sources you cited” (p. 187).
- Citations for articles from databases will vary depending on whether the article has a Digital Object Identifier (DOI). If a DOI is available, no additional retrieval information is needed.
- If the source has a **print equivalent**, but was retrieved from a website or database, include all relevant publication information including original page numbers, if indicated.
- Do not include personal communication (e.g., e-mail or interviews) on your References list; cite these in-text only.

**Conventions:**
- APA uses a hanging indent. The first line of each reference aligns with the margin; subsequent lines are indented.
- No period should appear at the end of a URL or DOI; otherwise, include an ending period after each citation. If you need to break a URL between lines, break **before** most punctuation (e.g., before a period or a slash).
- It is not necessary to include the name of a database from which you retrieved an article. If no DOI is available, include the homepage URL of the journal/publisher.
- Include retrieval dates only if the source material may change over time (e.g., wikis).
- Cite each web page or new document within a website separately.
- Do not create a hyperlink for a URL. (Right click on the URL; then click Remove Hyperlink.)
- Maintain double-spacing. (The following examples below are single-spaced only to conserve space.)

**To identify author and title on a typical website:**
- **Author:** Look for author’s name at the beginning or end of articles, or on other pages in the website. Do not use the website manager (often appears at very bottom of page) as the author. If the author is an agency or organization, that full name should be used in the author position. If no author is identified, cite by the title.
- **Title:** When confronted with several titles on a single web page, choose the one that best describes the content you are citing. This title may not always be the “top” title on the page.

**Microsoft Office Notes:**
- The basic APA template in Office does not include a field for journal volume and issue number; add these manually or click the box for “Show All Bibliography Fields” for a complete template. Volume and issue number are included when citing journal articles.
- Change the default title of the page that lists sources to References. (It should **not** be Bibliography.) The heading References should match the rest of your paper in terms of font size and ink color.
Examples (single-spaced here to conserve space):

Online Journal Articles (see General Guidelines on front):

With Digital Object Identifier (DOI):

Without DOI and from a database:

Without DOI and from a web location:

Web documents:
Note: Include retrieval date for content that may be changed or updated. Italics are used for titles of websites, but not web pages or articles.


An article in an online newspaper:
Note: Use the webpage URL when the article is permanently archived and can be accessed through the URL. If the article cannot be accessed via that URL, provide the URL for the newspaper’s main website:


Online government document (except the Congressional Record):


Online report from nongovernmental organization:


Online reference work:


Post to a newsgroup or blog:


Map retrieved online:


Electronic version of print book without DOI: